1970s Pop Culture Trivia

1. Who used to beg customers, "Please don't squeeze the Charmin?"
   - Mr. Whiffle
   - Mr. Whipple
   - Mr. Whippet

2. Which toy answered user's questions with replies like, "It is certain" or "Reply hazy, try again?"
   - Talking Barbie
   - Ouija Board
   - Magic 8 Ball

3. Name the handheld slide viewer that allowed users to look at 3D images inserted in paper disks.
   - View-Master
   - View-Disk
   - Opti-View

4. Which sound system required the use of large, rectangular tape cartridges?
   - Cassette player
   - 8-track tape player
   - Reel-to-reel tape player

5. Which piece of jewelry first introduced in the 70s included liquid crystal display technology?
   - Spoon ring
   - Mood ring
   - Speidel Ident bracelet

6. Which popular 70s carpet had long fibers and was used to cover everything from floors to van interiors?
   - Scroll carpet
   - Plush carpet
   - Shag carpet

7. What was the name of the fashion footwear that had an average of 2 to 5-inch thick solid soles?
8. People used phrases like, “10-4 good buddy” when communicating on which radio system?

- Ham radio
- CB radio
- Transistor radio

9. What is the name of the line of teardrop-eyed child figures that appeared on cards and also became collectible figurines?

- Holly Hobbies
- Precious Moments
- Norman Rockwells

10. What was the nickname of the wide-legged denim pants that were so popular throughout the 70s?

- Bell bottoms
- Dungarees
- Blue Bells

11. What’s the name of the 70s shoe line that featured heels that were lower than the rest of the soles?

- Low riders
- Hearth shoes
- Earth shoes

12. Which inanimate “pet” reached its peak popularity during the 70s?

- Pet rocks
- Pet bricks
- Pet clam shells
1970s Pop Culture Trivia Answers

1. Who used to beg customers, “Please don’t squeeze the Charmin?”
   Answer: Mr. Whipple

2. Which toy answered user’s questions with replies like, “It is certain” or “Reply hazy, try again?”
   Answer: Magic 8 Ball

3. Name the handheld slide viewer that allowed users to look at 3D images inserted in paper disks.
   Answer: View-Master

4. Which sound system required the use of large, rectangular tape cartridges?
   Answer: 8-track tape player

5. Which piece of jewelry first introduced in the 70s included liquid crystal display technology?
   Answer: Mood ring

6. Which popular 70s carpet had long fibers and was used to cover everything from floors to van interiors?
   Answer: Shag carpet

7. What was the name of the fashion footwear that had an average of 2 to 5-inch thick solid soles?
   Answer: Platforms

8. People used phrases like, “10-4 good buddy” when communicating on which radio system?
   Answers: CB radio

9. Which teardrop-eyed child figures appeared on cards and also became collectible figurines?
   Answer: Precious Moments

10. What was the nickname of the wide-legged denim pants that were so popular throughout the 70s?
Answer: Bell bottoms

11. What’s the name of the 70s shoe line that featured heels that were lower than the rest of the soles?

    Answer: Earth shoes

12. Which inanimate “pet” reached its peak popularity during the 70s?

    Answer: Pet rocks